VOW UPDATE 111515

- May 2015 - VOW presents OSW discussion to Kaufman and Canoles.
- May 2015 – VOW coordinated discussions with University of California, Berkeley regarding Virginia OSW and workforce development for the Berkeley Energy and Climate Institute. In partnership, these institutions will promote holistic economic development strategies and coordinate efforts to engage the public and private sectors with the goal of promoting energy security via offshore wind.
- May 2015 – VOW meets with Old Dominion University Veteran post graduate engineering students coordinating a technology platform allowing them to share and collaborate about opportunities in OSW.
- May 2015 – VOW hosts Danish Trade Mission involving Danish government industry group Offshoreenergy.dk and the Danish Consulate along with multiple Virginia companies, industry groups, government representatives including the Secretary of Commerce and Trade, Mr. Maurice Jones. The group spent several days in Hampton Roads and Richmond as well and vessel tour of the port. Much of the discussion revolved around coordinating a formal arrangement for the Danes and the U.S., in particular Virginia to begin connecting companies in a meaningful way utilizing next generation technology in order to begin the foundation of the supply chain for OSW.
- May 2015 – VOW meets with the Wind Energy Foundation (WEF) in Washington D.C. in order to coordinate messaging and inform WEF of efforts in Virginia.
- June 2015 – VOW meets with BOEM to discuss and update Virginia OSW.
- June 2015 – VOW meets with Tidewater Community College’s Executive Director of Tidewater Community (TCC) College’s Center for Military and Veterans Education (CMVE) in order to advance the American Energy Institute and the retraining of Veterans in the field of OSW.
- July 2015 – VOW hosts event at Norfolk Tides baseball game.
- July 2015 – VOW presents OSW to One Million Cups group.
- July 2015 – VOW meets with Dominion and Cohorts Group Facilitator in order to address possible cost reduction issues for VOWTAP project.
- July 2015 - VOW coordinated additional discussions with University of California, Berkeley regarding Virginia OSW and workforce development for the Berkeley Energy and Climate Institute.
- July 2015 – VOW meets with Representative Scott Rigel’s office to further the offshore wind energy discussions.
- July 2015 – VOW meets with Old Dominion University’s College of Continuing Education and Professional Development to further curriculum discussions regarding OSW.
August 2015 – VOW coordinates discussions with HREDA as to defining industry sectors and loading companies into NovaVis technology platform.

August 2015 – VOW meets with Dominion Technology Cohorts Group

August 2015 – VOW meets with Dominion Policy Cohorts Group

August 2015 – VOW meets with Virginia Maritime Association in order to preview technology platform for OSW and coordination with maritime companies.


September 2015 – VOW provides Dominion Contracts and Logistics Group an outline of possible structural changes to the process and advantages to costs issues.

September 2015 – VOW meets with VEDP and Canadian representatives and to coordinating alternative energy supply chain and opportunities.

September 2015 – VOW hosts Danish trade mission with meetings in Richmond and Norfolk. Various companies, state representatives.

September 2015 – VOW signs first of its kind in the U.S. collaboration agreement with the Danish governments offshore industry energy group.

September 2015 – VOW meets with several U.S. OSW developers and industry companies in Baltimore.

October 2015 – VOW coordinates discussions with Norwegian industry and government groups in an effort to coordinate supply chain and collaboration.

October 2015 – VOW coordinates discussions with German industry and government groups in an effort to coordinate supply chain and collaboration.

October 2015 – VOW coordinates discussions with United Kingdom industry and government groups in an effort to coordinate supply chain and collaboration.

October 2015 – VOW coordinates collaboration discussions with new CEO of the South East Wind Coalition.

October 2015 – VOW coordinates with U.K. Energy Update media in order to design conference in the U.S. & U.K.

October 2015 – VOW meets with James Madison University in order to coordinate technology and the American Energy Institute curriculum and discussions.

November 2015 – VOW meets with local and U.K. representatives of Furgo in order to coordinate supply chain and technology discussions and activity.

November 20145 – VOW coordinates Trade Mission to Denmark and the U.K. to include meetings with Germany and Norway in Copenhagen. In addition meetings with several key technology institutes and universities to further the exchange of curriculum and information for the American Energy Institute.

November 2015 – VOW engages in a series of foreign press interviews as to U.S. – Europe coordination and collaborations. Additional follow up interviews will take place during the Trade Mission.
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